
IN  THE  COURT  OF  THE   SPECIAL  JUDGE   :::::::  BONGAIGAON
                                   

N  arcotic Case No. 09 (BGN)/2014  
                                   U/S 22(b) of NDPS Act.

(Arising out of G.R. Case No. 437 of 2014)

                       State of Assam
  
                            Vs.

                        Chandan Mahato  ....Accused

PRESENT : Smt. I. Barman,
                                         Special Judge,
                                         Bongaigaon.

ADVOCATES APPEARED :  
    
For the State : Sri A. K. Nath, Public Prosecutor

For the accused : Sri P. Baidya, Advocate       

                    Date of Argument  : 15.07.15, 29.07.15

Date of Judgment  : 01.08.2015.

JUDGMENT  AND  ORDER

1. The factual background leading to the prosecution case is that 

on  26.05.2014  while  the  informant  Ranjit  Mushahary,  ASI  of  New 

Bongaigaon GRPS was on patrolling duty at New Bongaigaon Railway 

Station at about 10.30 AM, the down Bohagi passenger train reached the 

station at Platform No. 2 and then he found a boy namely Chandan Mahato 
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sleeping inside the train with a  plastic  bag.  On search,  he found some 

contraband  tablets  inside  the  bag  and  on  being  asked,  the  accused 

confessed  that  since  some  days  back  he  is  doing  the  business  of 

contraband tablets.

2. On  receipt  of  the  information  to  this  effect,  Bongaigaon 

GRP/IC GD Entry No. 650 dtd. 27.05.2014 was made and forwarded the 

FIR to the O/C, Bongaigaon GRPS for registering a case and he himself 

took investigation of the case. Accordingly, the Inspector I/C, Bongaigaon 

GRPS, on receipt of the FIR registered Bongaigaon GRPS Case No. 25/14 

U/S  22(2)  of  NDPS  Act.  In  course  of  investigation,  the  Investigating 

Officer  visited  the  place  of  occurrence,  seized  159  Nos.  of  Nitrosum 

tablets and 600 Nos. of SPM-PRX capsule vide seizure list Ext-1. He had 

drawn  the  sample  of  the  same  and  forwarded  to  the  FSL,  Kahilipara, 

Guwahati for examination. The Director, FSL, Guwahati vide his report 

dtd. 13th August, 2014 opined that SPM-PRX and Nitrosum gave negative 

tests for narcotic drug and psychotropic substance but gave positive tests 

for  Paracetamol,  Dicyclomine  and  Tramadol.  After  receiving  the  FSL 

report, the I.O. completed the investigation and laid charge sheet against 

the accused Chandan Mahato U/S 22(b) of NDPS Act. The accused was 

produced before the Court from jail hazot and on being heard the learned 

counsel  of  both  sides,  my  learned  predecessor  has  framed  the  charge 

against the accused U/S 22(b) of NDPS Act and on being read over and 

explained the same to the accused, he pleaded not guilty and claimed for 

trial. 

3. In statement recorded U/S 313 CrPC, accused denied all the 
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allegations levelled against  him and adduced no evidence in defence.  I 

have heard argument of both sides. 

4. POINT FOR CONSIDERATION:

1. Whether the accused was found in possession of 159 Nos. of  

Nitrosum  tablets  and  600  Nos.  of  SPM-PRX  capsule  in  

contravention of provision of NDPS Act, 1985 and rules and  

order made therein ?

DECISION AND REASON THEREOF:

5. To bring home the charge  against  the  accused,  prosecution 

side examined PW 1 Dalim Singha, PW 2 Jiban Barman, PW 3 Gajendra 

Nath Deka, PW 4 Subhash Sarkar, Ranjit Muchahary and PW 6 Munin 

Dutta and exhibited seizure list Ext-1, FSL report Ext-2, Forwarding letter 

Ext-3, Ejahar Ext-4, Extract copy of New Bongaigaon GRP/IC GDE No. 

616 dtd. 26.05.2014, Authority slip Ext-6, sketch map Ext-7 and Charge 

sheet Ext-8 and 159 Nos. of Nitrosum tablets M. Ext-1 and 600 Nos. of 

SPM-PRX M. Ext-2.

6. PW 1 Dalim Singha in his evidence deposed that on the day 

of incident as a sweeper of railway station, while he was cleaning Platform 

No.  2  of  New  Bongaigaon  Railway  Station,  at  that  time  the  Bohagi 

passengers train reached there and the railway police got down the accused 

from the said passengers train. Police seized some contraband tablets from 

the accused and on being asked, he signed in the seizure list Ext-1. He 

further stated that in the Court amongst the seized articles he had seen only 
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brown coloured packet containing Nitrosum tablets 10.

7. During  cross,  he  stated  that  neither  in  his  presence  police 

searched the accused nor he knew from where the police recovered the 

tablets. But police said that he found those in possession of the accused. As 

per his evidence, he had seen the accused only at GRPS and the seizure list 

was not read over to him.

8. PW 2 Jiban Barman categorically stated that on the day of 

incident, he was on duty at Platform No. 2 from 2 PM to 10 PM at New 

Bongaigaon Railway Station. On that day at about 9.30 PM, the Bohagi 

passenger train reached the station and during checking the train, GRPF 

personnel got down the accused in intoxicated condition from a coach of 

the train. He had seen a bag in the hand of the accused. During search, 

police recovered some blue colour and black colour tablets from the bag 

which he had seen before the Court being M. Ext-1 159 Nos. of Nitrosum 

tablets and M. Ext-2 is 594 Nos. SPM-PRX capsule. According to him, 

witness Dalim Singha was also on duty on that day with him. 

9. During cross, he stated that on the day of incident at 2 PM, he 

went  to  the  station  but  before  that  he  had  not  gone  there.  He  further 

deposed that they did not clean inside the train and when the constable 

checked the train, he had seen the accused after getting down from the 

train. He had seen a bag containing tablets in the hand of the police. He put 

his signature in the seizure list in GRPS. He further deposed that the seized 

tablets were not sealed in front of him.  

10. PW 3 Gajendra Nath Deka, Deputy Director, Directorate of  
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Forensic Science, Assam deposed in his evidence that on 10.06.2014 he 

received  a  parcel  through  their  Director  in  connection  with  New 

Bongaigaon GRP I/C GDE No. 650 dtd. 27.05.2014. The parcel consists of 

eight exhibits enclosed in a sealed envelope. The facsimile of the seal was 

found to be “NBQ GRP I.C”.

Description of articles

Two  sealed  envelopes,  marked  as  'S1'  and  'S1'  having  two 

closed polythene packets containing: 

(1) Two loose blue coloured capsule, branded as 'SPM-PRX'. 

The samples  were  again  marked  by  him as  DN-182/2014(a1)  and DN-

182/2014(a2) and a cut strip with two tablets branded as 'Nitrosum' which 

was  marked  by  him  as  DN-182/2014(b1)  and  DN-182/2014(b2) 

respectively. 

(2) Two loose blue coloured capsule, branded as 'SPM-PRX'. 

The  samples  were  marked  by  him  as  DN-182/2014(c1)  and  DN-

182/2014(c2) and a cut strip with two tablets branded as 'Nitrosum' marked 

by him as DN-182/2014(d1) and DN-182/2014(d2).

After  examination,  he  found  that  the  exhibits  DN-

182/2014(a1), DN-182/2014(a2), DN-182/2014(c1) and DN-182/2014(c2) 

gave  negative  tests  for  narcotic  drug  and  psychotropic  substances  but 

exhibits DN-182/ 2014(b1), DN-182/2014(b2), DN-182/2014(d1) and DN-

182/2014(d2)  gave  positive  tests  for  Nitrazepam  and  the  amount  of 

Nitrazepam in the each exhibit was found to be 9.40 mg. He proved the 

report as Ext-2 and the forwarding letter as Ext-3. 
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11. PW 4 Subhash Sarkar, constable of GRPS, New Bongaigaon 

deposed that  on 27.05.2014 he was on duty at  Platform No.  2 at  New 

Bongaigaon  Railway  Station  and  on  that  day  at  about  10.30  AM,  the 

Bohagi  Passenger  train reached the station.  ASI Ranjit  Muchahary was 

also on duty along with him. He further deposed that all the passengers 

from the train got down at the station and then when they were checking 

the train, they found the accused sleeping in a compartment of the train. 

Then they called him and on being asked, the accused claimed the plastic 

bag beside him to be his own. From the bag they recovered some blue 

colour tablets, but the accused could not produce any prescription for the 

tablets. Then they brought the accused and handed over to Police Station. 

12. During cross, he stated that he could not say the seat number 

of  the  accused wherein  the  accused was found sleeping at  the time of 

checking. No any gazetted officer was with them when they caught the 

accused. He further deposed that they had not checked any ticket of the 

accused and he  could  not  say  if  the  accused was caught  for  travelling 

without ticket. The plastic bag was found under the seat where the accused 

was sleeping. According to him, except blue colour tablets they did not 

found other tablets and the tablets were not seized in front of him. 

13. PW 5 Ranjit Muchahary deposed that on 26.05.2014 he was 

on duty at New Bongaigaon Railway Station Platform from 6.00 AM to 

2.00 PM. On that day the Bohagi passenger train reached the station at 

Platform No. 2  at about 10.25/10.30 AM. All the passengers of the train 

got down and during checking, they found one person sleeping in coach 
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No. 11429. Then he along with Subhash Sarkar (PW 4) entered into the 

said compartment and had seen a plastic bag under the seat of the person 

wherein he was sleeping. On asking the person, he claimed the bag to be 

his own. Then during search, they found some blue colour tablets in the 

bag. They assuming that the tablets were to be intoxicated one, handed 

over the person along with the tablets to the P.S. and after receiving FSL 

report, he filed the FIR Ext-4.

14. During cross,  he  stated  that  they  found  the  accused  in  the 

general compartment (sleeper). In one compartment there were 90 seats. 

He could not remember the seat no. where the accused was found sleeping. 

When they checked the train, none was present. He further stated that on 

the next day he lodged the FIR. 

15. PW 6 Munin  Dutta,  the  Investigating  Officer  deposed  that 

when he was working as I/C GRPF, New Bongaigaon, on 26.05.2014, he 

endorsed duty to ASI Ranjit Muchahary and constable Subhash Sarkar in 

the Platform of New Bongaigaon Railway Station. In course of duty, on 

reaching the down passenger train, they checked the train and found the 

accused  sleeping  in  compartment  no.  11429.  The  accused  was  in 

intoxicated condition. Finding some tablets in a plastic packet alongwith 

the accused, they brought the accused before him. Then he made the GD 

Entry No. 616 dtd. 26.05.2014. Ext-5 is the extract copy of the said GD 

Entry. He himself investigated the case and informed DSP, Rangia, R.I. 

Mondal  over  phone  about  the  incident  who  verbally  entrusted  him to 

investigate the case. Later on, he was entrusted in writing. He proved the 

authority letter of R.I. Mondal as Ext-6. He further stated that they found 
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two types of  tablets  which are  159 Nos.  of  Nitrosum and 600 Nos.  of 

SPM-PRX.  On  being  asked,  the  accused  confessed  that  those  are 

contraband tablets which he brought from Bengal with intent to sell the 

same. The accused could not produce any prescription with regard to the 

said tablets. He also prepared the sketch map of the place of occurrence 

vide Ext-7. According to him, the seized tablets were seized in presence of 

witnesses  and the accused was examined by medical  officer.  On being 

asked, the accused mentioned his name as Chandan Mahato.  He arrested 

the accused and sent the tablets to FSL. After receiving the report of FSL, 

he submitted the charge sheet against the accused vide Ext-8 U/S 22(b) of 

NDPS Act. 

16. During cross, he stated that on that day the Bohagi passenger 

train reached the New Bongaigaon Platform at 10 AM and at 10.30 AM 

Rajit Muchahary, Subhash Sarkar brought the accused before him. He had 

not seen from which train the accused was brought. On the next day i.e. on 

27.05.2014 the FIR was lodged. He admitted that they did not enquire the 

seat number of the accused and on the next day, he seized the tablets at 

GRPS but in the seizure list the signature of the accused was not taken. 

According to him, the blue coloured tablets were found in the plastic bag. 

The other stripes of the tablets which was in plastic packet was not seized 

by  him.  He  admitted  that  in  Ext-5  the  GDE  No.  616,  the  date  was 

overwritten. He neither recorded the statement of the accused nor sent the 

accused for recording his statement U/S 164 CrPC. He also admitted that 

during seizure of the tablets no gazetted officer was present. No certificate 

was  annexed  along  with  the  FIR  regarding  finding  the  accused  in 
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intoxicated condition.  

17. In  order  to  prove  the  search  U/S  22(b)  of  NDPS  Act, 

prosecution has to prove the possession of the same by the accused beyond 

all reasonable doubt. But herein this case, the prosecution witnesses could 

not say definitely whether the packet where the seized tablets were carried 

was actually in possession of the accused or not. The bag was found under 

the seat where the accused was sleeping but I.O. did not enquire about the 

seat number of the accused. In a compartment of a train many passengers 

used to seat. Even for the sake of argument, if it is assumed that the bag 

was  found  in  possession  of  the  accused,  yet  there  is  no  independent 

witness to lead assurance that the bag was found in exclusive possession of 

the accused. The Apex Court in the case of Pradip Narayan Madgaonkar 

v.  State  of  Maharashtra,  1995  Criminal  Law  Journal,  3231 held  as 

follows -  

“Prudence dictates that evidence of police witnesses need to 

be subjected to strict scrutiny,  it was also observed that their 

evidence cannot be discarded merely on the ground that they 

belong  to  police  force  and  are  either  interested  in  the 

investigating  or  prosecuting  agency,  but  as  far  as  possible, 

corroboration of their evidence in material particularly should 

be sought.”

18. Here  in  this  case  PW 1  –  one  seizure  witness  stated  that 

neither police searched the accused in his presence nor he had seen from 

where the tablets were seized. According to him, the seizure list was also 
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not read over to him and he had seen the accused only in the police station. 

According to another seizure witness PW 2, he had seen the accused only 

when  he  was  getting  down  from  the  train  and  he  had  seen  the  bag 

containing tablet in the hands of the police. So, far the evidence of PW 4 

Subhash Sarkar, finding the accused sleeping, they called him and being 

awoke, he claimed the bag beside him to be his own. But during cross he 

stated that he could not say if the accused was apprehended for travelling 

without ticket. He further stated that the plastic bag was kept under the 

seat where the accused was sleeping but the tablets were not seized in front 

of him. According to  this witness, he had seen only blue colour tablets but 

as per evidence of PW 2, police seized some black colour  and some blue 

colour  tablets.  On the other  hand,  as  per  evidence  of  PW 3 only  blue 

colour  capsules  and  tablets  were  sent  for  FSL examination.  No  black 

colour capsule was sent for FSL. 

19. PW  5  ASI  Ranjit  Muchahary  categorically  stated  that  on 

26.05.2014 noticing the accused sleeping in a compartment he and PW 4 

Subhash Sarkar entered into the compartment and finding a plastic bag 

under his seat which the accused claimed to be his own, searched the bag 

and finding some intoxicated drugs in the bag brought the accused to the 

police station. The accused in his statement U/S 313 CrPC stated that he 

did not claim the bag as his own and also did not know the contents of the 

bag. Police also did not obtain the signature of the accused in the seizure 

list Ext.1. Hence, it is quite unsafe to prove the seizure of the contraband 

from the possession of the accused. Moreover, in this case, search, seizure 

was made by I.O. PW 6 Munin Dutta who was not present at the place of 
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occurrence i.e. at New Bongaigaon Railway Station but was in the police 

station. So, he seized the articles at police station on being brought by ASI 

Ranjit  Muchahary and constable Subhas Sarkar along with the accused. 

Non  preparation  of  inventory  note  regarding  seizure  is  clear  non-

compliance of the provision of Section 52 A(2) of NDPS Act. 

20. In the case in hand, the evidence on the record is falling short 

to ascertain that the bag where 159 Nos. of Nitrosum tablets and 600 Nos. 

of  SPM-PRX  capsules  were  found  was  actually  in  possession  of  the 

accused.  Thus  a  reasonable  suspicion  crept  in  my  mind  about  the 

involvement  of  the accused in  the offence  and as  such,  the accused is 

entitled to benefit of the same.  

21. The contraband tablets were seized on 27.05.2014 and it was 

sent to FSL on 09.06.2014 (as per Ext.2). Prosecution remains silent till 

then,  where  the  tablets  were  kept.  So,  the  possibility  of  tempering the 

samples in the face of the evidence on record cannot be ruled out.  

22. Further PW 2 deposed that on the day of incident he was on 

duty at Platform No. 2 at New Bongaigaon Railway Station from 2 PM to 

10 PM and the Bohagi passenger train reached the station at 9.30 PM i.e. 

at night. During cross also he clarified that before 2.00 PM of that day he 

had not gone to the station. Contrary to this, other witnesses, stated that the 

said train from where the accused was found in possession of contraband 

articles reached at New Bongaigaon Railway Station at 9.30 AM. 

23. Though  as  per  evidence  of  PW 2  the  accused  was  found 

sleeping in  intoxicated  condition  and  the  I.O.,  medically  examined  the 
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accused  before  producing  in  Court  but  the  forwarding  of  medical 

examination  does  not  reflect  that  he  was  found  consuming  intoxicate 

rather he was found clinically fit to carry out normal activities.  

24. In view of the above, I am of the opinion that the prosecution 

has failed to prove the seizure of the contraband from the possession of the 

accused  and  consequently  fails  to  prove  the  charge.  He  is  acquitted 

accordingly on benefit of doubt and set at liberty forthwith. His bail bond 

shall  remain  in  force  till  next  six  months.  The  seized  articles  be 

confiscated to the State. 

25. Given under my hand and the seal of this court on this 1st day 

of August, 2015.

Dictated and corrected by me,

                           (I. Barman)
                                             Special Judge,
                                             Bongaigaon.

   (I. Barman)                                       
Special Judge,
  Bongaigaon. 

*********
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                                               A P P E N D I X 

Prosecution witness:
PW 1 – Sri Dalim Singha
PW 2 – Sri Jiban Barman
PW 3 – Sri Gajendra Nath Deka
PW 4 – Sri Subhash Sarkar
PW 5 – Sri Ranjit Muchahary
PW 6 – Sri Munin Dutta

Defence Witness:
Nil.

Documents Exhibited by Prosecution:
Ext-1 Seizure list. 
Ext-2 FSL report. 
Ext-3 Forwarding letter. 
Ext-4 Ejahar. 
Ext-5 Extract copy of NBQ/GRP/IC GDE No. 616 Dtd. 26.05.2014. 
Ext-6 Authority Slip. 
Ext-7 Sketch map.
Ext-8 Charge sheet. 

Material Exhibit:
M. Ext-1 159 Nos. Nitrosum tablets. 
M. Ext-2 600 Nos. SPM-PRX capsules. 

Defence Exhibit:
Nil

                                    ( I. Barman )
                       Special Judge,

                                                                                               Bongaigaon


